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“FREEDOM TO WALK ACT” UPDATES TO VEHICLE CODE 

 

 

I. PURPOSE  

 

The purpose of this bulletin is to provide information and direction related to 

changes to the California Vehicle Code per the “Freedom to Walk Act.”  

 

II. SCOPE 

  

 This Training Bulletin applies to sworn personnel. 

  

III.       BACKGROUND 

 

Governor Newsom signed California Assembly Bill 2147, the “Freedom to Walk 

Act,” in September 2022.  The bill prohibits a peace officer from stopping a 

pedestrian for specified traffic infractions unless a reasonably careful person 

would realize there is an immediate danger of collision with a moving vehicle or 

other device moving exclusively by human power.   

 

IV. PROCEDURES   

 

A. Assembly Bill 2147 will take effect on January 1, 2023.  As a result, 

relevant California Vehicle Code (CVC) sections related to pedestrians 

will be updated to include following language: 

 

A peace officer…shall not stop a pedestrian for a violation of this 

section unless a reasonably careful person would realize there is an 

immediate danger of a collision with a moving vehicle or other device 

moving exclusively by human power. 

 



B. Assembly Bill 2147 does not legalize “jaywalking.”  Department members 

should familiarize themselves with the relevant updated CVC sections 

below.  If a Department member detains a pedestrian for one of these 

sections, they must be able to articulate how the pedestrian placed 

themselves in immediate danger of a collision.   

 

V. UPDATED CALIFORNIA VEHICLE CODE (CVC) SECTIONS 

 

The following CVC sections will be updated for January 1, 2023 (changes in 

bold): 

 

A. 21451 CVC: 

 

(a)   A driver facing a circular green signal shall proceed straight 

through or turn right or left or make a U-turn unless a sign 

prohibits a U-turn. Any driver, including one turning, shall yield 

the right-of-way to other traffic and to pedestrians lawfully within 

the intersection or an adjacent crosswalk. 

 

(b)  A driver facing a green arrow signal, shown alone or in 

combination with another indication, shall enter the intersection 

only to make the movement indicated by that green arrow or any 

other movement that is permitted by other indications shown at the 

same time. A driver facing a left green arrow may also make a U-

turn unless prohibited by a sign. A driver shall yield the right-of-

way to other traffic and to a pedestrian lawfully within the 

intersection or an adjacent crosswalk. 

 

(c)   A pedestrian facing a circular green signal, unless prohibited by 

sign or otherwise directed by a pedestrian control signal as 

provided in Section 21456, may proceed across the roadway within 

any marked or unmarked crosswalk, but shall yield the right-of-

way to vehicles lawfully within the intersection at the time that 

signal is first shown. 

 

(d)   A pedestrian facing a green arrow turn signal, unless otherwise 

directed by a pedestrian control signal as provided in Section 

21456, shall not enter the roadway. 

 

(e) (1)  A peace officer, as defined in Chapter 4.5 (commencing with 

Section 830) of Title 3 of Part 2 of the Penal Code, shall not 

stop a pedestrian for a violation of subdivision (c) or (d) unless 

a reasonably careful person would realize there is an 

immediate danger of a collision with a moving vehicle or other 

device moving exclusively by human power. 

 



(2) This subdivision does not relieve a pedestrian from the duty of 

using due care for their safety. 

 

(3) This subdivision does not relieve a driver of a vehicle from the 

duty of exercising due care for the safety of any pedestrian 

within the roadway. 

 

B. 21452 CVC: 

 

(a)    A driver facing a steady circular yellow or yellow arrow signal is, 

by that signal, warned that the related green movement is ending or 

that a red indication will be shown immediately thereafter. 

 

(b)       A pedestrian facing a steady circular yellow or a yellow arrow 

signal, unless otherwise directed by a pedestrian control signal as 

provided in Section 21456, is, by that signal, warned that there is 

insufficient time to cross the roadway and shall not enter the 

roadway. 

 

(c)(1)   A peace officer, as defined in Chapter 4.5 (commencing with  

Section 830) of Title 3 of Part 2 of the Penal Code, shall not 

stop a pedestrian for a violation of subdivision (b) unless a 

reasonably careful person would realize there is an immediate 

danger of a collision with a moving vehicle or other device 

moving exclusively by human power. 

 

(2)   This subdivision does not relieve a pedestrian from the duty of 

using due care for their safety. 

 

(3)   This subdivision does not relieve a driver of a vehicle from the 

duty of exercising due care for the safety of any pedestrian 

within the roadway. 

 

C. 21453 CVC: 

 

(a)   A driver facing a steady circular red signal alone shall stop at a 

marked limit line, but if none, before entering the crosswalk on the 

near side of the intersection or, if none, then before entering the 

intersection, and shall remain stopped until an indication to 

proceed is shown, except as provided in subdivision (b). 

 

(b)   Except when a sign is in place prohibiting a turn, a driver, after 

stopping as required by subdivision (a), facing a steady circular red 

signal, may turn right, or turn left from a one-way street onto a 

one-way street. A driver making that turn shall yield the right-of-

way to pedestrians lawfully within an adjacent crosswalk and to 



any vehicle that has approached or is approaching so closely as to 

constitute an immediate hazard to the driver, and shall continue to 

yield the right-of-way to that vehicle until the driver can proceed 

with reasonable safety. 

 

(c)       A driver facing a steady red arrow signal shall not enter the 

intersection to make the movement indicated by the arrow and, 

unless entering the intersection to make a movement permitted by 

another signal, shall stop at a clearly marked limit line, but if none, 

before entering the crosswalk on the near side of the intersection, 

or if none, then before entering the intersection, and shall remain 

stopped until an indication permitting movement is shown. 

 

(d)       Unless otherwise directed by a pedestrian control signal as 

provided in Section 21456, a pedestrian facing a steady circular red 

or red arrow signal shall not enter the roadway. 

 

(e)(1)   A peace officer, as defined in Chapter 4.5 (commencing with 

Section 830) of Title 3 of Part 2 of the Penal Code, shall not 

stop a pedestrian for a violation of subdivision (d) unless a 

reasonably careful person would realize there is an immediate 

danger of a collision with a moving vehicle or other device 

moving exclusively by human power. 

 

(2)   This subdivision does not relieve a pedestrian from the duty of 

using due care for their safety. 

 

(3)   This subdivision does not relieve a driver of a vehicle from the 

duty of exercising due care for the safety of any pedestrian 

within the roadway. 

 

D. 21456 CVC: 

 

(a) If a pedestrian control signal showing the words “WALK” or 

“WAIT” or “DON’T WALK” or other approved symbol is in 

place, the signal shall indicate as follows: 

 

(1)  A “WALK” or approved “Walking Person” symbol means 

a pedestrian facing the signal may proceed across the 

roadway in the direction of the signal, but shall yield the 

right-of-way to vehicles lawfully within the intersection at 

the time that signal is first shown. 

 

(2)  A flashing “DON’T WALK” or “WAIT” or approved 

“Upraised Hand” symbol with a “countdown” signal 

indicating the time remaining for a pedestrian to cross the 



roadway means a pedestrian facing the signal may start to 

cross the roadway in the direction of the signal, but must 

complete the crossing prior to the display of the steady 

“DON’T WALK” or “WAIT” or approved “Upraised 

Hand” symbol when the “countdown” ends. 

 

(3)  A steady “DON’T WALK” or “WAIT” or approved 

“Upraised Hand” symbol or a flashing “DON’T WALK” or 

“WAIT” or approved “Upraised Hand” without a 

“countdown” signal indicating the time remaining for a 

pedestrian to cross the roadway means a pedestrian facing 

the signal shall not start to cross the roadway in the 

direction of the signal, but any pedestrian who started the 

crossing during the display of the “WALK” or approved 

“Walking Person” symbol and who has partially completed 

crossing shall proceed to a sidewalk or safety zone or 

otherwise leave the roadway while the steady “WAIT” or 

“DON’T WALK” or approved “Upraised Hand” symbol is 

showing. 

 

(b)(1)  A peace officer, as defined in Chapter 4.5 (commencing with 

Section 830) of Title 3 of Part 2 of the Penal Code, shall not 

stop a pedestrian for a violation of this section unless a 

reasonably careful person would realize there is an immediate 

danger of a collision with a moving vehicle or other device 

moving exclusively by human power. 

 

(2)   This subdivision does not relieve a pedestrian from the duty of 

using due care for their safety. 

 

(3)   This subdivision does not relieve a driver of a vehicle from the 

duty of exercising due care for the safety of any pedestrian 

within the roadway. 

 

(c)  This section shall remain in effect only until January 1, 2024, 

and as of that date is repealed. 

 

E. 21461.5 CVC: 

 

(a) It shall be unlawful for any pedestrian to fail to obey any sign or 

signal erected or maintained to indicate or carry out the provisions 

of this code or any local traffic ordinance or resolution adopted 

pursuant to a local traffic ordinance, or to fail to obey any device 

erected or maintained pursuant to Section 21352. 

 



(b)(1)  A peace officer, as defined in Chapter 4.5 (commencing with 

Section 830) of Title 3 of Part 2 of the Penal Code, shall not 

stop a pedestrian for a violation of subdivision (a) unless a 

reasonably careful person would realize there is an immediate 

danger of a collision with a moving vehicle or other device 

moving exclusively by human power. 

 

(2)  This subdivision does not relieve a pedestrian from the duty of 

using due care for their safety. 

 

(3)  This subdivision does not relieve a driver of a vehicle from the  

duty of exercising due care for the safety of any pedestrian 

within the roadway. 

 

F. 21462 CVC: 

 

(a) The driver of a vehicle, the person in charge of an  animal, a 

pedestrian, and the motorist of a streetcar shall obey the 

instructions of an official traffic signal applicable to them and 

placed as provided by law, unless otherwise directed by a police or 

traffic officer or when it is necessary for the purpose of avoiding a 

collision or in case of other emergency, subject to the exemptions 

granted by Section 21055. 

 

(b)(1)  A peace officer, as defined in Chapter 4.5 (commencing with 

Section 830) of Title 3 of Part 2 of the Penal Code, shall not 

stop a pedestrian for a violation of subdivision (a) unless a 

reasonably careful person would realize there is an immediate 

danger of a collision with a moving vehicle or other device 

moving exclusively by human power. 

 

(2)   This subdivision does not relieve a pedestrian from the duty of 

using due care for their safety. 

 

(3)   This subdivision does not relieve a driver of a vehicle from the 

duty of exercising due care for the safety of any pedestrian 

within the roadway. 

 

G. 21950 CVC: 

 

(a) The driver of a vehicle shall yield the right-of-way to a pedestrian 

crossing the roadway within any marked crosswalk or within any 

unmarked crosswalk at an intersection, except as otherwise 

provided in this chapter. 

 



(b) This section does not relieve a pedestrian from the duty of using 

due care for their safety. No pedestrian may suddenly leave a curb 

or other place of safety and walk or run into the path of a vehicle 

that is so close as to constitute an immediate hazard. No pedestrian 

may unnecessarily stop or delay traffic while in a marked or 

unmarked crosswalk. 

 

(c) The driver of a vehicle approaching a pedestrian within any 

marked or unmarked crosswalk shall exercise all due care and shall 

reduce the speed of the vehicle or take any other action relating to 

the operation of the vehicle as necessary to safeguard the safety of 

the pedestrian. 

 

(d) Subdivision (b) does not relieve a driver of a vehicle from the duty 

of exercising due care for the safety of any pedestrian within any 

marked crosswalk or within any unmarked crosswalk at an 

intersection. 

 

(e) (1)   A peace officer, as defined in Chapter 4.5 (commencing with 

Section 830) of Title 3 of Part 2 of the Penal Code, shall not 

stop a pedestrian for a violation of this section unless a 

reasonably careful person would realize there is an immediate 

danger of a collision with a moving vehicle or other device 

moving exclusively by human power. 

 

(2)   This subdivision does not relieve a pedestrian from the duty of 

using due care for their safety. 

 

(3)   This subdivision does not relieve a driver of a vehicle from the 

duty of exercising due care for the safety of any pedestrian 

within the roadway. 

 

H. 21953 CVC: 

 

(a) Whenever any pedestrian crosses a roadway other than by means 

of a pedestrian tunnel or overhead pedestrian crossing, if a 

pedestrian tunnel or overhead crossing serves the place where the 

pedestrian is crossing the roadway, such pedestrian shall yield the 

right-of-way to all vehicles on the highway so near as to constitute 

an immediate hazard. 

 

(b) This section shall not be construed to mean that a marked 

crosswalk, with or without a signal device, cannot be installed 

where a pedestrian tunnel or overhead crossing exists. 

 



(c)(1)   A peace officer, as defined in Chapter 4.5 (commencing with 

Section 830) of Title 3 of Part 2 of the Penal Code, shall not 

stop a pedestrian for a violation of subdivision (a) unless a 

reasonably careful person would realize there is an immediate 

danger of a collision with a moving vehicle or other device 

moving exclusively by human power. 

 

(2)   This subdivision does not relieve a pedestrian from the duty of 

using due care for their safety. 

 

(3)   This subdivision does not relieve a driver of a vehicle from the 

duty of exercising due care for the safety of any pedestrian 

within the roadway. 

 

I. 21954 CVC: 

 

(a)  Every pedestrian upon a roadway at any point other than within a 

marked crosswalk or within an unmarked crosswalk at an 

intersection shall yield the right-of-way to all vehicles upon the 

roadway so near as to constitute an immediate hazard. 

 

(b)  The provisions of this section shall not relieve the driver of a 

vehicle from the duty to exercise due care for the safety of any 

pedestrian upon a roadway. 

 

(c)(1)  A peace officer, as defined in Chapter 4.5 (commencing with 

Section 830) of Title 3 of Part 2 of the Penal Code, shall not 

stop a pedestrian for a violation of subdivision (a) unless a 

reasonably careful person would realize there is an immediate 

danger of a collision with a moving vehicle or other device 

moving exclusively by human power. 

 

(2)  This subdivision does not relieve a pedestrian from the duty of  

using due care for their safety. 

 

(3)  This subdivision does not relieve a driver of a vehicle from the 

duty of exercising due care for the safety of any pedestrian 

within the roadway. 

 

 

J. 21955 CVC: 

 

(a) Between adjacent intersections controlled by traffic control signal 

devices or by police officers, pedestrians shall not cross the 

roadway at any place except in a crosswalk. 

 



(b)(1)  A peace officer, as defined in Chapter 4.5 (commencing with 

Section 830) of Title 3 of Part 2 of the Penal Code, shall not 

stop a pedestrian for a violation of subdivision (a) unless a 

reasonably careful person would realize there is an immediate 

danger of a collision with a moving vehicle or other device 

moving exclusively by human power. 

 

(2)  This subdivision does not relieve a pedestrian from the duty of 

using due care for their safety. 

 

(3)  This subdivision does not relieve a driver of a vehicle from the 

duty of exercising due care for the safety of any pedestrian 

within the roadway. 

 

K. 21956 CVC: 

 

(a)       A pedestrian shall not walk upon a roadway outside of a business 

or residence district otherwise than close to the pedestrian’s left-

hand edge of the roadway. 

 

(b)       A pedestrian may walk close to the right-hand edge of the roadway 

if a crosswalk or other means of safely crossing the roadway is not 

available or if existing traffic or other conditions would 

compromise the safety of a pedestrian attempting to cross the road. 

 

(c)(1)   A peace officer, as defined in Chapter 4.5 (commencing with 

Section 830) of Title 3 of Part 2 of the Penal Code, shall not 

stop a pedestrian for a violation of this section unless a 

reasonably careful person would realize there is an immediate 

danger of a collision with a moving vehicle or other device 

moving exclusively by human power. 

 

(2)  This subdivision does not relieve a pedestrian from the duty of 

using due care for their safety. 

 

(3)  This subdivision does not relieve a driver of a vehicle from the 

duty of exercising due care for the safety of any pedestrian 

within the roadway. 

 

If you have any questions, please contact Traffic Division (Deleted – records of 

security)   


